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Purpose
This document gives an overview of software installation; hardware setup and data capture using the
ComProbe® FTS4BT. Wewill explain how to set up devices, install hardware, configure the ComProbe
FTS4BT, and capture data.

To understand how to use the ComProbe FTS4BT to analyze the captured data, please refer to the Frontline®
ComProbe Protocol Analysis System UserManual.

Introduction
The ComProbe FTS4BT™, in conjunction with the ComProbe Protocol Analysis System™ is a PC-based
Bluetooth protocol analyzer that captures classic Bluetooth data and displays it in Frontline's intuitive display,
simplifying and accelerating the debugging process. Engineers can capture and display live data streams from
Basic Rate/Enhanced Data Rate (BR/EDR) Classic Bluetooth devices.

Minimum System Requirements
l PC withWindows XP 32 bit, (Service Pack 2 or higher), Windows 7 (32 or 64 bit)

l Pentium 2GHz processor

l RAMRequirements: 2 GB minimum, 4GB recommended

l 100MB free Hard Disk Space

l USB 2.0 High Speed enabled port

Software Installation
From CD:
Insert the ComProbe installer disc into your DVD drive. Click on the Install CPAS shortcut and follow the dir-
ections.

From Download:
Download the latest CPAS installer from FTE.com. Once downloaded, double-click the installer and follow
the directions.

Update Notification:
Every time ComProbe software starts up, it checks to see if a newer version is available. If there is a newer
release, ComProbe software will inform you and display a dialog box with a link to download the new version.

Hardware Installation/ComProbe Placement
1. Connect the primary ComProbe FTS4BT hardware to the 3 ft. USB cable supplied with the

ComProbe.

http://fte.com/products/default.aspx
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You should always attach the FTS4BT hardware to the USB cable rather than plugging the hard-
ware directly into the PC. Using the FTS4BT hardware with the USB cable allows you to position it
between the devices, making synchronizationmore reliable.

There is a secondary ComProbe hardware included with the software (marked with a sticker that
reads “SEC”). This secondary hardware is used with Interlaced Page Scan, which will be explained
in the Tips and Tricks section toward the end of this document.

2. Connect the other end of the USB cable into the PC.

3. Position the FTSBT hardware between the devices that you are going to test.

Placing the hardware between the devices makes synchronization and capturing datamore con-
sistent. If the devices under test are too close to each other, Bluetooth will turn the radio power
down, making it more difficult for the ComProbe to listen in on the connection.

Also, make sure that the FTS4BT hardware is not located directly next to the computer. If the hard-
ware is too close to the PC, there could be interference.

Selecting Data Capture Method
1. Open "Frontline ComProbe Analysis System [version #]" from the Start menu or from the Desktop

folder.

2. Select “Frontline ComProbe Analysis System ".

ComProbe software will display shortcuts for the capturemethod(s) possible with the hardware you have
plugged in (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. FTS4BT Data Capture Methods

Since we just have the single ComProbe FTS4BT plugged in, our only choice, other than Virtual Sniffing, is
Single Connection (Air Basic). Click theRun button.

ComProbe softwatre will open with theControl Window and theComProbe FTS4BT Data Source dialogs
visible (Figure 2).

Figure 2. FTS4BT Control Window

Wewill get back to the Datasource dialog in a little while, but for now we have to check and set our Hardware
and I/O Settings. You access these dialogs from the Datasource dialog.
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Hardware Settings
1. In the FTS4BT Datasource dialog click onHardware Settings button.(Figure 3).

Figure 3. FTS4BT Datasource

From the FTS4BT Hardware Settings dialog (Figure 4) choose aBluetoothComProbe® device.

Figure 4. FTS4BT Hardware Settings Dialog

If you only have one ComProbe FTS4BT connected to your PC, that device is used automatically
and you don't need to select it. If, however, you havemore than one ComProbe attached, they are
displayed in the drop-down list on the left.

2. Click on theRefresh ComProbe Device List to obtain the current list of available devices (Figure
4).

3. Select a device from the drop down list.

4. Click theOK button to choose the device and close the dialog.
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The dialog also displays information on the current device connected, including theBluetooth Device
Address (BD_ADDR) of the Bluetooth ComProbe hardware, theHardware Information, and the Firmware
Version.

I/O Settings
In the FTS4BT Datasource dialog click on I/O Settings (Figure 3).

The I/O Settings dialog (Figure 5) contains a number of options for synchronization, encryption, filtering, and
more.

Figure 5. FTS4BT I/O Settings Dialog

As you work with FTS4BT analyzer you will learn how tomodify these settings depending on what you want
to do, what devices you have, etc. For this guide, however, we are going to go with some basic settings.

Specifying Devices Under Test
Weneed to provide ComProbe software with theBluetooth device addresses (BD_ADDR) of the devices we
want to sniff. There are two ways we can do that.
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1. Make the device(s) discoverable. The process will be different for every device.

2. If you can’t make your device discoverable, the BD_ADDR may be typed inmanually.

3. Select the "Discover Devices" button (Figure 6).

Figure 6. I/O Settings Discover Devices

FTS4BT analyzer will go out and locate all the discoverable Bluetooth devices in range. The
devices that youmade discoverable a few moments ago will appear in the list (Figure 7).

Figure 7. I/O Settings Devices Discovered

In addition to displaying the BD_ADDR, we also show the friendly name, which aids inBluetooth
device identification.

4. Click on the drop-down arrow for Master and select the device address for themaster device (hint:
themaster device in a Bluetooth connection is the device that initiates the connection) (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Selecting Master Device

5. Click on the drop-down arrow for Slave and select the device address for the slave device (Figure
9).

Figure 9. Selecting Slave Device

You do not need to specify amaster device, only the slave. If you do not provide amaster address,
any master that connects to the slave will be captured. Specifying amaster address will limit the
data captured to the connection between the two devices selected.

Clock Synchronization
The FTS4BT analyzer needs to know how to synchronize with the piconet. The analyzer supports two Syn-
chronizationModes: Standard (Slave Page) andAlternate – Slave must be Discoverable (Slave Inquiry)
(Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Clock Synchronization Selections

6. Select Standard (Slave Page)

This is the preferred synchronizationmode to use. Alternatemode should only be needed in a very
small number of cases.

Slave Page is highly recommended, especially when the link is encrypted.

To see other options if you can't sync withStandard Mode, go to the Tips/Tricks on page 11.

Encryption
Once you have identified theMaster and Slave, the next step is to choose encryption. There are four encryp-
tion options in the I/O Settings dialog ().

Figure 11. Encryption - Pairing Methods

l None

l PIN Code (ASCII)

l PIN Code (Hex)

l Link Key

First, you can choose "None" as the encryptionmethod when neither of the devices has encryption enabled.

The second and third ways are to use a PIN Code to generate the Link Key. The devices generate Link Keys
during the Pairing Process based on a PIN Code (among other things). The Link Key generated from this pro-
cess is also based on a random number so the security cannot be compromised. If the analyzer is given the
PIN Code it can determine the Link Key using the same algorithm. Since the analyzer also needs the random
number, the analyzer must catch the entire Pairing Process or else it cannot generate the Link Key and
decode the data.
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Example:

If the ASCII character PIN Code is ABC and you choose to enter the ASCII characters, then select PIN
Code (ASCII) from the Encryption drop down list and enter ABC in the field below.

If you choose to enter the Hex equivalent of the ASCII character PIN Code ABC, then select PIN Code
(Hex) from the Encryption drop down list and enter 0x414243 in the field. Where 41 is the Hex equivalent
of the letter A, 42 is the Hex equivalent of the letter B, and 43 is the Hex equivalent of the letter C.

Note: When PIN Code (Hex) is selected from the Encryption drop down list, the 0x prefix is entered auto-
matically.

For more information on pairing, see Legacy Pairing on page 13.

7. Select PIN Code (ASCII) (Figure 12).

8. Enter the ASCII PIN Code (Figure 12).

Figure 12. PIN Code Pairing

Capture Options
TheCapture Options lists four low-level hardware filters (Figure 13).

Figure 13. Capture Options

Any data filtered out here will not be captured at all. In most cases the default selection is sufficient for cap-
turing data.
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9. Select the Filter Out SCO/eSCO.

10. Click OK to close I/O Settings dialog.

Start Sniffing
The Data Source dialog displays the status of the ComProbe FTS4BT protocol analyzer. As data is being cap-
tured, the Status message at the top of the window indicates the analyzer synchronization status. Also, the
color of the roound icon in the system tray changes depending on the synchronization state.

There are five states:

Blue = running and in sync with the piconet.

Green = running and waiting for piconet to form or reform

Yellow = attempts to resynchronize in 5 seconds.

Red = initializing

White = stopped.

When you start sniffing, the Status Icon will turn red (not yet synchronized). After a short time (a second or
two) the icon will turn green and the status will change to “Waiting to synchronize with clock source”. At this
point the ComProbe analyzer is synchronized and waiting for a baseband connection.

Note that there is a clock counting down from 30 seconds. When it reaches 5 seconds, the icon will turn yel-
low, to warn you that at 0 it will resync. This 30-second delay avoids the analyzer clock from drifting too far in
relation to themaster’s clock. While it’s resyncing, the analyzer will not be capturing data, somake sure to
connect your devices while the icon is green. We recommend that you click the Resync Now button just
before you start the pairing process. This will ensure that the clocks are closely synchronized.
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1. Select Start Sniffing on the Datasource dialog (Figure 14).

Figure 14. Datasource Dialog - Start Sniffing

2. Start the pairing process between the two devices.

The indicator on the dialog will turn blue when a baseband is established. ComProbe software will open the
FrameDisplay dialog and you will see data begin to appear.

When that happens, you have successfully set up and configured your ComProbe FTS4BT analyzer and
paired your devices. Now you are ready to being analyzing the data. Go to the ComProbe User Manual to
learn how to use ComProbe analysis tools.

Tips/Tricks
Here are a few extra ideas/reminders to keep inmind as you work with FTS4BT.

1. Always start your connection when the sync countdown is as close to the start (30 seconds, by
default) as possible. The easiest way to do this is to press Resync Now, wait for the icon to turn
green, and then start the connection.

2. Make sure that all the devices that you are testing are fully charged.

3. Keep the ComProbe hardware and the devices under test away from sources of interference. Make
sure that the ComProbe hardware is not located directly next to the computer.

4. You should always attach the ComProbe hardware to the USB cable. Do not plug the ComProbe
hardware directly into the PC. Using the ComProbe hardware with the USB cable allows you to pos-
ition it between the devices, which will make syncingmore reliable.

5. Do not keep trying the same thing over and over. If a particular approach fails three or four times in a
row, you can conclude that it is going to continue to fail, move on to the next item on the list.

6. The process we describe in this document using Slave Page will work 90% of the time. For that
other 10%, there are a couple of things you can do. First chooseAlternate forClock Syn-
chronization instead of Slave Page.

7. If neitherSlave Page norAlternatemodework, the slave you’re trying to sync to is probably using
Interlaced Page Scan (IPS). Sniffing IPS requires two ComProbe hardware, listening at slightly dif-
ferent times. That's why a secondary ComProbe hardware is included with the ComProbe analyzer
system. At Selecting Data CaptureMethod on page 2, instead of selectingSingle Connection
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(Air Basic), plug ina second ComProbe hardware and select the Interlaced Page Scan shortcut
from the launcher (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Data Capture - Interlaced Page Scan

You’ll see two datasources (Figure 16), but we want to set them up identically, the sameway you
set them up in step1 on page 11 and step 2 on page 11.

Figure 16. Interlaced Page Scan Dual Datasources

When you start sniffing with multiple ComProbe hardware, the capture doesn’t start automatically,
as it does with a single ComProbe hardware configuration. You need to click the Start Capture but-
ton yourself, otherwise, follow the same tips and one or the other datasources should turn blue and
capture. If after several tries the system fails to capture continue with the following tips.

8. When using IPS, you canmake a small configuration change. Open I/O Settings and click on the
Advanced button (Figure 17).

Figure 17. I/O Settings - Advanced

There is a slider labeledSlave Inquiry Clock Offset. Slide that one notch to the right, until it reads
6.25% just above (Figure 18). Then try to sync.
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Figure 18. Slave Inquiry Clock Offset

9. Before you start, make sure that you’ve got themost recent ComProbe software and firmware. The
latest firmware is supplied with each new version of ComProve software and installed in C:\Pro-
gram Files\Frontline Test System II\Frontline ComProbe Protocol Analysis System[version #]
\Bluetooth ComProbe Firmware. Firmwaremay be updated using the Bluetooth ComProbeMain-
tenance Tool, "BTCpUtil.exe" and instructions "upgrading your bluetooth comprobe.pdf" also in the
Bluetooth ComProbe Firmware folder.

Legacy Pairing
In legacy pairing, this link key is derived from a shared PIN code, themaster’s Bluetooth clock, themaster’s
BD_ADDR and a random number that is passed between the two devices. The sequence of events used to
create this key, or pairing process, is shown in the ComProbe FrameDisplay below (Figure 19).

Figure 19. Link Key Pairing Process (ComProbe Frame Display)

Frame 247 is the LMP_in_rand which is where a random number generated by themaster is passed to the
slave. The slave acknowledges that it has accepted the number in frame 249.

In frames 250 and 251, the combination keys are passed betweenmaster and slave. In frame 252, themaster
sends its LMP_au_rand. This is the random number that has been encrypted using the link key that master
has calculated. The slave then responds with frame 253, an LMP_sres confirming that it was able to compute
the same number. That process is repeated in the other direction (slave tomaster) in frames 254 and 255.
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Then the setup_completemessage is sent and they’re slave requests encryptionmode in frame 257, and the
master accepts in frame 258. The actual encryption starts after the start encryption request in frame 261.

In order for ComProbe analyzer to decrypt an encrypted Bluetooth conversation, it must compute the same
link key being used by the devices being sniffed. Since this link key is never sent over the air, ComProbe ana-
lyzer must have all of the same information the devices being sniffed have so that it can calculate the same
link key that each of the two devices does. To decrypt successfully, ComProbe softwaremust know the PIN
code and capture:

l The LMP_in_rand

l Both LMP_comb_keys

l Both LMP_au_rand/LMP_sres pairs

If decryption is not successful, see Failure to Decrypt on page 14

Failure to Decrypt
If ComProbe analyzer does not have all the information it needs, it will not be able to calculate the link key cor-
rectly. The link key is made up from the combination keys and the BD_ADDRs and the PIN code. If
ComProbe analyzer gets any of these parameters wrong, it will generate an incorrect link key.

After the “Start Encryption Request”, highlighted in frame 242 below (Figure 20), all the frames following are
shown as bad packets. You can also see the "Link Key Error" indicated on frame 242, in the Detail Pane. The
most common cause of this is an incorrect PIN code entered in the I/O Configuration window, or ComProbe
software synchronizing too late and consequently not calculating the correct link key.

Figure 20. Detail Pane
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Technical Support
Technical support is available in several ways. The online help system provides answers tomany user related
questions. Frontline’s website has documentation on common problems, as well as software upgrades and
utilities to use with our products.

Web: http://www.fte.com, click Support

Email: tech_support@fte.com

If you need to talk to a technical support representative, support is available between 9am and 5pm, U.S.
Eastern time, Monday through Friday. Technical support is not available on U.S. national holidays.

Phone: +1 (434) 984-4500

Fax: +1 (434) 984-4505

http://www.fte.com/
mailto:tech_support@fte.com?subject=ComProbe Techncial Help
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